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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine and determine
those factors involving family interrelationships which
were operative in a non-adjusted family where long-term
public assistance was given due to the incapacitation of
the father. The study also seeks to determine, in the light
of these factors, to what extent the family adjusted to its
economic situation.
It was felt that a case most suitable for this purpose
would be one in which there seemed to be no immediate and
clear reason why the father had been unable to support the
family, with the result that the case remained for a long
period on public assistance. It was believed that, aside
from economic factors, there might be something in the fam-
ily background or constitution itself, or in the manner in
which the public agency had dealt with it that prevented
the family members from adjusting either within the assist-
ance situation, or by emancipating themselves from it.
Scope of the Study
The case material for the study was taken from Dis-
trict IV in the Providence Area of the Rhode Island State
Division of Public Assistance. When the study was first
undertaken, it was found that the number of cases with in-
capacitated fathers in the agency was limited. The selection
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of a case in which there was no clear indication of physical
disability involved still further limitation. It should be
noted in this connection that the agency’s conception of
disability is quite broad and includes emotional as well
as mental and physical factors in its determination. How-
ever, there was a definite group of such cases which had
been receiving assistance for a long period of years. It
was the existence of this small group which first attracted
the author and led to the present study. The situation In-
volved in the case of the A family seemed suitable for the
study and was selected because it appeared to have typical
characteristics of this group. The recording contained
much social history and the members of the family, particu-
larly the husband and wife, were well delineated.
The study has been conducted throughout in psychiatric
terms and some question may arise as to the appropriateness
of such treatment of a public welfare case. While it is
recognized that the agency, as it is presently constituted,
does not possess the highly skilled personnel nor the time
to undertake individualized treatment of its clients, the
assumption has been made throughout that the basic function
of the agency should be no different from that of a family
agency, at least as far as case work services are concerned.
It may be noted here that while the agency manual does not
elaborate on this point, it does state that it is the re-
sponsibility of the agency to give financial as well as other
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assistance which might he necessary. In actual practice,
of course, much more emphasis is placed upon financial as-
sistance in a public welfare agency, and problems of a per-
sonal or social nature are generally considered as being
more in the domain of the private agencies. The worker
has attempted to show, however, that personal problems can-
not be separated from the financial ones if agency services
are to be most efficiently given. For this reason also
less stress than might have been warranted was placed upon
referral of this family to private agencies. On the other
hand the problems presented by this family were closely
related to the continual need for financial assistance.
Because of this and the probability that even the emotional
needs of the family were so great that private agencies
would have felt unable to meet them, it is believed that
such referrals would not have been very helpful. In any
case it was believed that an analytic study such as the
present one could not adequately be conducted in other than
psychiatric case work terms if it was to fulfill the pur-
pose for which it was undertaken. It was not felt that an an-
alytic study of the case was inappropriate merely because
this was a public welfare situation or because the agency
was not able to provide good case work treatment for the
major portion of the time that the case was carried.
A word may be added concerning the agency itself. The
district office has approximately ten social workers including
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a supervisor and assistant supervisor. The case load is
very large, numbering about one hundred cases per worker.
For some years past public assistance in R. I. has been ad-
ministered by the State, although this was not true in the
early years of the agency’s contact with the family consid-
ered here. At present, however, both city and state offices
are combined. The supervisors of the several districts
are in charge of both city and state social workers, but
are themselves state employees. There is little if any
differentiation in the case loads carried by both city or
state workers, as both carry General Public Assistance
cases as well as those cases coming under the Federal cate-
gories, i.e., ADC, OAA, and AB. At certain points the GPA
policy, which is determined by city authorities, differs
from state policy.-^- On the whole, however, the direct
state administration of public assistance services works
smoothly and has resulted in many progressive features.
There are several factors which were not taken account
of in the preparation of the study because it was not possi-
ble, in general, to judge their effect from the case record.
Nevertheless it is probable that these factors were of some
importance, and the extent to which their influence cannot
be judged must be considered as detracting from the conclu-
siveness of the study.
1 For an illustration of this difference see page 6
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5Attention has been drawn to the fact that the study
is not primarily concerned with economic factors. This is
also implicit in the title. However, it is not meant by this
restriction to minimize the importance of economic or un-
employment conditions which undoubtedly contributed greatly
to the internal difficulties of the family, especially in
the years of the depression. Attention has been called to
this fact at points where it was felt that economic condi-
tions were particularly important. However, throughout
most of the recording it was not possible to differentiate
between the part played by these factors and that played by
the inadequacy of the family members, especially the ina-
bility of the father to support the family. Because of the
many years during which the agency carried this case and
the nature of the problems presented, it was felt that fam-
ily inadequacies, rather than the economic factors, were
primary; and of course the case was originally so selected
as to illustrate the significance of the family interrela-
tionships. For these reasons the economic factor has not
been stressed, although its importance is recognized.
The second of these factors in the long continued as-
sistance status of the family was the part played by the
large turnover of workers who dealt with this case. This
undoubtedly hindered the formation of a good client-worker
relationship, and therefore did not permit the family to
make the best use of agency services. It must also be borne
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in mind that the demands made upon the individual worker
through large case loads has acted at times to prevent the
worker from devoting sufficient attention to individual
clients. These conditions were, of course, not operative
in the case of the author, who was assigned to the A family
while on a student placement. For the most part, however,
it was felt from the recording that the relationships be-
tween the workers and the family members were not strong.
It was also very difficult to draw any conclusions which
would be clearly referable to the breakup of the client-
worker relationship where a new worker took over the case
from an old one. For these reasons the factor of turn-
over, which would be very important in an actual psychia-
tric setting has not been stressed in the study. Yet,
its importance as a limiting factor in treatment of the A
case must be emphasized in view of the long failure of
the family to utilize agency services constructively.
Another factor which undoubtedly played an important
role was that of supervision. The responsibility of the
supervisor as well as the worker is implied in the passages
dealing with the case work, but here again it was not, in
general, possible to differentiate in the case recording
the role of the supervisor from that of the worker. For
example, it was not part of agency practice to record the
results of conferences between the worker and supervisor.
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7At some points, such as where the worker wrongly or too
rigidly interpreted agency policy, the responsibility of
the supervisor stood out more clearly, and attention has
been called to this in the presentation of material. In
the main, however, it was felt best to consider the super-
visory role as implicit in the discussion of the case work :
and, therefore, differential conclusions concerning the role
of supervision in the treatment of the family were gener-
ally not drawn.
The case selected involved a family of Italian origin
living in a poor Italian section, many of whose other resi-
dents also received assistance. It could well be expected
that an underprivileged family living under such conditions
would show considerable resistance to the public assistance
agency, stemming not so much from the fact that the family
was Italian as that it was a member of a recognized and
largely deprived (i.e., from the standpoint of a family
living in a poor Italian section) minority. Such resist-
ance might show itself in resistive or hostile behavior
by the client and in non-cooperation, which might well
result in the prolongation of the family’s assistance needs
over a period of many years, as happened in the A case.
It is therefore felt that the cultural background of this
family was an important factor in the family’s long history
of dependence upon the public assistance agency.
The role of the caseworker in dealing with members of
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8underprivileged minorities may also be of some significance
in understanding the apparent failure of the agency to help
the A family toward better adjustment and independence.
The client-worker relationship is of the greatest importance
in dealing with members of minority groups.
2
It is very
easy for a case worker to consider resistance or hostility
on the part of a client of Italian or other minority back-
ground as typical of that minority, and thus to overlook
the individuality of the client, his needs and his back-
ground. Miss Tyler, in speaking of the resistance shown
by Negro clients, rejects the belief that this resistance
is any different from that of any other people or that it
needs a different technical approach on the part of the
case worker. The same would apply to clients of any minor-
ity group. It is important that the worker be constantly
aware of his or her own preconceived feelings in dealing
with members of distinct racial or cultural groups. 3 Gen-
eralizations or prejudices, more or less unconsciously held
by the worker, have the effect of disturbing the client-
worker relationship, and may well have been a factor in
the case presented here.
Method of Study
The study will proceed by sections, each one corres-
2 Elizabeth B. Tyler, "Case TTork with Negro People,”
Journal of Social Casework
.
27: 265, Nov. 194-6
3 Isabel Burns Lindsay, "Race as a Factor in the
Caseworker's Role,” Journal of Social Casework. 28; 101,
Mar. 1947
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ponding to certain dated periods in the record. These
periods were chosen as far as possible to represent certain
phases in the history of the family. The periods are not
of uniform duration, varying in time from one day to sev-
eral years. This is due partly to the uneven presentation
of material in the record (during the early 1930 's very
little social content was reported)
,
and partly to the fact
that there was more contact with the family during some
periods than others. The first section, in which there is
very little record material, covers a span of six years.
Developments during the very last period, dating from the
time when the author took over the case, have been briefly
summarized in the last section, as the main issues and fam-
ily problems had already been presented. To have continued
in detail with the author's work would have unnecessarily
prolonged the study and gone beyond its intended scope.
As already indicated, the case has been handled through the
course of years by many workers. No attempt has been made
to differentiate them in the presentation, however, except
in the case of the author as noted above.
Within each section the first part of the presentation
consists of a detailed outline of events which seemed signi-
ficant because of the light which they shed upon the family
interrelationships. Direct passages from the record are
frequently quoted as part of this outline. The second part
of the presentation consists of a commentary on the facts
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presented in the first part. The commentary is divided into
three general areas: first, an analysis of the family
constitution and interrelationships; second, an evaluation
of the role which the case worker played; and third, an
evaluation of the role of agency policy or of administra-
tive regulations. The first area has throughout the study
been designated by the word analysis , the second by case
work , and the third by administration . A discussion of all
three areas was not included, however, in every section,
since some periods of the record, especially the opening
ones, did not provide enough material. In the analysis
an attempt has been made to interpret the behavior of the
members of the family. Under case work is discussed the
general effect on the family as a whole of the worker’s
relationship with it and those reactions of its individual
members which may be traced to this relationship. In the
light of the understanding gained both from the analysis
and the case work, the commentary under administration then
shows the significance of agency policy as it was applied
in the different phases of the family history. In some sec-
tions it is difficult to make a clean-cut distinction among
the three areas; e.g., between the analysis and the case
work in instances in which some change in the family's life
is closely and directly related to the actions of the worker;
or between case work and administration where case work as
such consisted largely in interpreting agency policy to the
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client. On the whole, however, these seemed to be the sig-
nificant areas to be studied.
At certain points in the record the worker's practice
in matters referable to administration did not reflect
agency policy accurately. Where this occurred these mat-
ters have been discussed under administration rather than
case work , but every attempt has been made to point out
where actual agency policy differed from the worker's in-
terpretation of it in practice.
Conclusions which were formed from each of the three
areas of study are presented in a final chapter. Since im-
plication and inference necessarily played a role in the
interpretation of the findings, these conclusions retain
a certain conjectural nature, which cannot be helped
in view of the limitations of a case record. The author
has attempted to examine and evaluate the record material
objectively. He has recognized the limitations under which
the public agency operates but has been interested in maxi-
mum use of case work skills as well as an administrative
policy in as close accord as possible with case work con-
siderations •
It is hoped that the study will bring out significant
material about the relation between case work and adminis-
tration. There is a little administration inherent in all
good case work, and no administration which is not based
upon case work practice and understanding can be success-
..
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ful. 4 Both case work and administration make use of many
of the same skills and are primarily concerned with people
needing help. Each case is an organic whole, and while
the two areas can be delineated, as they are here, the vital
relationship between them cannot be ignored.
4 Charlotte Towle, "Professional Skill in Adminis-
tration, ” The Hews Letter
. 10:11-17, 1940
V.
CHAPTER II. Presentation of the Case
Section 1. 1/5/28 - 9/28/34
The agency's first contact with the A family was in
1928, at which time Mr. A applied for help. He was offered
work relief but did not report for the assignment. At
that time the parents had been married two years and had
a three months' old child, Mary. Another child, Anthony,
was born later in the year 1928, a third child, Virginia,
in 1930, and a fourth, Sofie, in 1933*
At the time of their marriage in 1926 Mr. A was thirty
years older than his wife, their respective ages being
forty-nine and nineteen. Both were of Italian origin al-
though Mrs. A was American born. The family apparently
managed until just after the onset of the depression in
1929 before being forced to seek assistance regularly from
the agency. The record gives little information concern-
ing these first three years of marriage, but it is assumed
that Mr. A worked regularly. During the next five years,
however, Mr. A seemed unable to find or to keep steady em-
ployment, and he repeatedly returned to the agency seeking
either work relief or home relief. During this whole per-
iod very little was recorded concerning the family rela-
tionships or the family’s living conditions.
Analysis : The disparity in ages between Mr. A and his wife
was very great. Because of this and the fact that Mrs. A
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was only nineteen when married, a degree of instability
might be expected in the marriage relationship from the
beginning, although it is not yet evident in the record
material during this period.
Section 2. 9/28/34 - 2/22/35
In this six month interval there appeared the first
evidence of deceit on Mr. A’s part in his relations with
the agency and of distrust of him by his wife. On 9/28/34
Mr. A came to the office to request shoes for his wife and
to complain that his oil stove needed repairs. A subse-
quent visit by the worker revealed that there was no need
for either of these requests. At a later date Mrs. A com-
plained that her husband was withholding his pay and not
giving her a sufficient amount to live on. The worker
suggested that her husband’s pay check be held for her.
However, there is no indication that this was done.
Analysis : Mr. A here began to set the pattern of continual
demands which characterized his later relationship with the
agency. The deceit which he employed at this stage might
have been evidence of the need which he felt for agency
support of his family. Mrs. A’s distrust of her husband,
as revealed at this point, could be a symptom of deeper
areas of marital conflict.
Case Work: The reasons for Mr. A’s need to deceive the
agency might have been explored at this time with a view
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towards determining his feelings about the agency and ob-
taining more cooperation from him. An attempt at joint
planning of the family budget by Mr. and Mrs. A and the
worker would probably have been helpful. In view of Mrs.
A’s distrust of her husband, the worker’s suggestion that
his check be held for her seems unwise at this point and
likely to worsen the relations between them.
Section 3. 3/29/35 - 1/15/37
On 3/29/35 a man who claimed to be a visiting relative
was discovered living with the A family. The family was
at this time receiving assistance and Mr. A was appraised
of the impropriety of entertaining relatives under these
conditions. Five months later rumors were again received
that Mr. A had boarders in his home, also that he sold ice
on days when he was not working on the "fPA project that had
been assigned him through the agency. Neither of these
rumors could be verified, and both were denied by Mr. A.
Several months later an incident occurred in which
Mr. A claimed that he had lost a food order which had been
issued to him. It was later determined, after a substitute
check had been issued, that he had in reality cashed the
first one.
Mr. A continued his pattern of demands upon the agency
irrespective of whether these were warranted or not. His
work history also continued irregular. After working for
.A .3*3 - -
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a short time on WPA he left this job and shortly afterward
requested home relief for food and various items of clothing
Analysis : The frequency and urgency of Mr. A’s demands upon
16
the agency served as an indication that an emotional factor
was involved. This became more evident in the light of his
uncertain and irregular work record, and his open deceit
in the matter of the check.
Case Work : Some attempt might have been made at this time to
handle the feelings of anxiety in relation to the agency
which were revealed by Mr. A’s behavior. The handling of
feeling around a client’s need and acceptance of relief
should be the focus of case work in a public assistance
agency. It was possible that Mr. A feared that his needs
might not be met by the agency and that this reinforced a
sense of guilt over his repeated attempts to seek assistance.
Such feelings can be very strong. Where they exist, unless
some attempt is made to work them through, they may result in
resistance, non-cooperation, and open hostility to the agency.
Mr. A’s anxiety might also have been lessened by a
clarification of the function of the agency, and an attempt
to secure his acceptance of it. This would only have been
possible, however, if the worker had first succeeded in
assuring Mr. A that she understood and accepted his needs.
Section 4. 1/21/37 - 1/21/37 (One Day)
The following interview for determination of eligibil-
ity is taken from the record and illustrates the home
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condition at this time:
In the course of conversation Mrs. A called
the worker's notice to the worn out appearance of
the kitchen linoleum. . .Mrs . A could give very little
information as to financial conditions other than
rent... She stated, "You know my home life is not
the most pleasant", that Mr. A was jealous and
quarreled with her often... that both she and the
children were in need, at the moment, of shoes,
showing her own shoes which were badly worn. Work-
er advised Mrs. A to have Mr. A report to the dis-
trict office with an itemized statement of his ex-
penditures for the last two months.
Later, the agency received a call from the city coun-
cillor, requesting information as to why Mr. A had not
received assistance.
A further interview was held with Mr. A in which an
accounting of his expenditures for the last two months was
demanded. Mr. A was unable to give this.
DS (District Supervisor) gave him a list of
items (food, rent, fuel, etc.) which would normally
be paid and suggested that he go over it with Mrs.
A, the list to be returned at a later date to the
social worker. Mr. A seemed to feel that DS would
disapprove of tobacco or carfare expenditures, but
she assured him that such was not the case. Mr.
A said Mrs. A and some of the children were ill and
asked for a food order. DS suggested a one dollar
food order until he could bring his list to the
social worker, and was amused to find that this
was apparently adequate in Mr. A's estimation, even
though he knew he would not see the social worker
until her next office hours on 1/29/37*
Analysis : The first interview on this day indicated that
the distrust between Mr. and Mrs. A had developed into fre-
quent episodes of jealousy and quarreling. TVe do not, yet
know why Mr. A should be jealous. Mrs. A's anxiety as to
whether assistance would be given was shown not only by her
4=
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concrete references to the linoleum and need for shoes, but
by her inability to remember or discuss items of house-
hold information. This is an indication of poor planning.
It is possible, however, that this was due to an emotional
factor by which Mrs. A subconsciously forgot her expendi-
tures and preferred not to plan, since lack of planning
would give rise to a greater need or appearance of need
for assistance.
Mr. A’s action in enlisting the aid of the city coun-
cillor indicated his anxiety as to whether he would receive
assistance and also the fact that no relationship of confi-
I
dence had been established between him and the worker. Mr.
A might well have felt subconsciously, like his wife, that
a demonstrated inability on his part to plan adequately
would make his need for assistance appear more evident.
Mr. A’s belief that tobacco and carfare expenditures would
be disapproved was indicative of a sense of guilt already
referred to. His acceptance of the one dollar food order
without complaint bore evidence that his demands from the
agency had a strong emotional component.
Case Work : Mr. A’s inability to give an accounting of his
money resulted at least partly from the lack of security
which he felt in his relationship to the agency. No at-
tempt was made to help Mr. A express his feelings about
the agency, or to explain the agency purpose in requesting
a two months’ accounting from him. It was therefore unlikely
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that enough ego-support was given to permit him to feel
free enough to give this accounting without reacting in a
negative or hostile manner. This is made more plausible
if it is borne in mind, as already noted, that the appear-
ance of being unable to plan adequately or to be systematic
in financial matters may have been one of Mr. A’s defenses.
The attempt to force him to make this accounting without
giving him a basic sense of security in his relationship
with the agency could only serve to reinforce his anxiety
and antagonism to it.
Administration : The request for a two-months’ itemized
account of expenditures by both the worker and the super-
visor might well mean that this action represented agency
policy at the time, although this is not certain. While
some accounting of a client's expenditures should be ex-
pected, it seems that two months is too long a period over
which to expect a detailed accounting. When in addition
the client seemed disturbed and insecure in his relation-
ship with the agency, as was the case with Mr. A, it is
felt that a relaxation of policy in this respect would
have been beneficial.
Section 5* 1/28/37 - 4/22/3
7
On 1/28/37 the worker found Mr. A waiting for her out-
side the office with a torrent of anger, abuse, and threats.
He left only after she threatened to call the police. The
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next day he visited the office again, at which time a fur-
ther accounting was requested of him, but he could give no
clear report. Finally, at a third interview, an itemized
account, not without discrepancies, was submitted by him,
and the family was given home relief supplementing WPA at
this point. During this last interview Mr. A was extremely
apologetic about his previous hostile behavior.
During this period continued help was given to the
family in the form of 'clothing, shoes, and medical expenses,
which included a truss for Mr. A's hernia, the existence
of which was here first revealed. At this time Mr. A stated
that he was unwilling to undergo an operation for this con-
dition. Mrs. A suffered a miscarriage during this period,
the medical expenses for which were borne by the agency.
Analysis : It is likely that Mr. A's hostility together with
his later abject apologies represented his increased anx-
iety over the accounting of his expenditures, as described
in the last section. Mr. A attempted to counter this anx-
iety, first through aggression, which failed, and later
through submission; thus making use of two typical mechanisms
of childhood for combating frustration and anxiety.
The continued help in the form of small details was
a further indication of the protective role played by the
agency. It seems plausible to assume that Mr. A's refusal
to undergo a needed operation indicated that he needed this
.1
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illness as a tangible excuse for his inadequacy, and to
assuage his sense of guilt about his inability to support
the family.
Section 6. 4/22/37 - 2/28/39
During this period there were many indications that
marital relations between Mr. and Mrs. A were becoming worse
There were quarrels over small details in the home. At
one point Mr. A threatened to beat his wife, whereupon she
reported this to the police. The following passage, dated
4/22/37, is taken from the record:
Mr. A at the office. He stated, ’’You do not
know the half of it. My home life is unbearable at
times.” Mr. A is very polite and courteous to the
worker, but worker feels that he is not easy to
live with in his home life. Mrs, A is considerably
younger than her husband and in the past three
years has made good progress in speaking English.
She does not fear her husband any longer and intends
to report him to the police if he abuses her. There
is evidently fault on both sides. Mrs. A is a good
housekeeper and the home is neat and orderly.
On 8/14/38 Mrs. A came to the office to complain that
her husband had lost some of his pay. On 9/27/3^ Mr. A
called at the office to complain that, although an allot-
ment of clothing and shoes had just been given to the fam-
ily, others were receiving more than he. On 12/22/38 an
assignment of clothing was disbributed by the agency to
its clients. Mr, A called late, very excited, claiming
that he had not received a notice to report earlier.
In 1933 Mr. and Mrs. A had bought a great deal of
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furniture on which they had made only sporadic payments in
the years following. During the early part of the present
period the furniture company made threats to repossess the
furniture. However, a suitable arrangement for payment was
worked out with the aid of the social worker. At this time
Mrs. A appeared to reveal an especially great amount of
anxiety concerning the payment of this furniture bill.
The record is not clear concerning Mr. A’s work history
during this period. He did work at times, but most of his
employment seems to have been on the WPA.
Analysis : It is seen that Mr. A’s continued submissive
attitude in his relationship with the agency in the first
part of this period later changed to one of jealousy,
through which he gave voice to his frustration over the
lack of acceptance of his needs by the agency. At the
same time Mrs. A*s attitude toward her husband changed from
one of fear or dependence to defiance and disrespect under
the stress of Mr. A’s continued failure to support the family.
Mr. A's continued dependence upon the agency is harder
to explain on purely economic grounds in the year 193 ^ than
in the early thirties when unemployment was much more preva-
lent. It seems likely that part of the reason for this
dependence was to be found in the lack of acceptance and
affection manifested toward him in the home by his wife.
He did not receive the love which would assist him to
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become an adequate husband and father.
Mrs. A*s anxiety about the possible loss of her furni-
ture should be viewed in connection with her neatness and
orderliness as a housekeeper. This seemed to be the every
day area about which her libidinal energies were concen-
trated, and served as a constructive outlet for her marital
conflicts and frustrations. As such, the removal of the
furniture involved a serious threat because of its emotion-
al significance to her.
Case Work : Mrs. A*s ability as a neat and orderly housekeep-
er stood in sharp distinction to her apparent inability to
manage on her budget without continuous agency support, and
the comparison indicated the emotional nature of her rela-
tionship to the agency. This ability as a housekeeper was
a strength which might have been utilized to further the
development of independence of the family, especially that
of Mrs. A, and to strengthen the positive aspects of the
family’s relation with the agency. To accomplish this,
Mrs. A’s anxiety about her relationship with the agency
would have had first to be met.
The arousal of Mr. A's jealousy might have played an
important role in his continued inability to support his
family, in that he might have instinctively felt thatty
working he would be worse off than other relief clients
1 See Charlotte Towle, Common Human Needs
,
page 50
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who would then be receiving assistance for nothing. How-
ever, Mr. A’s needs seemed to be so great at this point
that almost any adverse situation would have been likely
to make him more demanding. It was important that the
worker accept Mr. A’s expressions of jealousy and hostility
and utilize these in helping him to work through his feel-
ings, to accept his need for assistance as well as agency
limitations, and to make himself independent of the agency.
Unfortunately this was not done.
Administration : The agency policy of distributing short
supplies of clothing should be noted as one calculated to
arouse jealousy in clients. It would doubtless have been
better to hold the clothing until enough had accumulated
to make a general distribution. In this connection it is
felt that any agency policy which can produce jealousy
should be guarded against. The neurotic energy going into
this emotion and the accompanying anxiety in the client’s
relationship with the agency does not contribute to his
ability to make the best use of agency services. The prac-
tice of distributing clothing, however, has now been dis-
continued by the agency.
Section 7 . 2/28/39 - 7/24/39 .
This period was distinguished by the appearance of
medical symptoms and illnesses in various members of the
family, coinciding with the gradual increase of tension in
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the home. On 2/28/39 Mr. A sent in a quotation for repair
of his truss without a medical examination and agency au-
thorization. He was promptly rebuked and instructed to
take a medical examination. On 3/20/39 a visit to the home
revealed that Mrs. A was suffering from nervous indigestion.
Mary, age eleven and a half, was being treated by the doc-
tor. She was underweight, needed special food, slept rest-
lessly, and jumped at intervals in her sleep. On 5/10/39
Mr. A finally received authorization for the purchase of the
new truss. One month later, the condition of the home is
summarized by the following passage taken from the record:
6/14/39—Worker visited the home. Mrs. A is
fretful and complaining. She and her husband quar-
rel incessantly. The home is neat and clean. Mrs.
A never seems to have enough clothing for the child-
ren, although she comes to the office twice a month
with a long list of needed clothing.
On 7/7/39 the first mention is made of Anthony, the
second child, now ten years old, who was sent to a summer
camp for two weeks. Shortly afterward, Mrs. A came to the
office stating that her husband had left his job on the un-
employment relief project two weeks before due to a ner-
vous attack. At this time she requested assistance and was
given a food order. It was later established with some
certainty that Mr. A had been working during the time of
his supposed unemployment.
There is some indication that there had been a certain
amount of separation between Mr. and Mrs. A during this
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period. At one point the latter told the worker that she
knew nothing about her husband and had reported him to the
police. On 7/24/39 a call was received from a social work-
er at the International Institute stating that Mrs. A had
been to see them about her husband.
Analysis : Mr. and Mrs. A and Mary showed their reactions
to the serious conflicts of the home at this time by the
development of symptoms, some of which seem to have been
emotional in origin. Mr. A’s action in sending in an un-
authorized quotation for a truss illustrated a common tend-
ency in the family towards lack of cooperation with the
agency and an unwillingness to abide by its regulations.
It demonstrated his fear of rejection by the agency had
he attempted to secure authorization beforehand; and there-
fore his unconscious need to determine that the agency would
protect him by "testing” it. This process appeared to be
an instance of the mechanism of identification through
aggression. 3 Mr. A identified himself with the agency by
rejecting it through failure to abide by its regulations;
i.e., by identifying beforehand with the rejection which
he expected and feared from the agency. In this way Mr. A
attempted to solve his conflict in his relationship with
2 A social agency established to aid in the adjust-
ment of persons of foreign origin, especially newly arrived
immigrants, to American life.
3 Anna Freud, The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense,
Page 117
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the agency.
It is significant that it was Mrs. A who brought in
the request for assistance during her husband’s supposed
idleness. Several reasons may be advanced for his fail-
ure to assume his part as head of the household, and apply
for help himself. He may have felt guilty about the fact
of his working while the family received assistance. Or
it may have been that the marital discord had become so
serious that Mrs. A, as the stronger personality, had been
forced in large measure to take over the responsibility for
the family. This period represented a time of increasing
tension for the family, which seemed to be approaching a
crisis situation. The greater the marital difficulties
in the home, the more extensive became Mrs. A’s complaints
to the agency, as she projected her hostility to her hus-
band upon the worker.
Case Tfork s Case work during this period could well have
taken a practical turn. Referral for medical treatment
was indicated for Mary. In connection with the truss an
attempt could have been made to explore the anxiety which
led to Mr. A’s unauthorized action. This matter reflected
the importance of working through the client’s feeling to-
ward the agency. Had this been accomplished earlier, Mr.
A might have been relieved of his feelings of antagonism
and fear of rejection, and would have been able to deal
with the situation involving the truss in a less primitive
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manner. In addition, the whole question of an operation
might have been handled by the worker, since it seemed like-
ly that his unwillingness stemmed from an unconscious desire
to use the hernia as an alibi for his inadequacy as a father
Some attempt might also have been made to help Mrs. A with
those symptoms which seemed bound up with her emotional
disturbance, and to clarify the emotional nature of some
of the symptoms of her husband and Mary. The fact that Mrs.
A sought out another agency to complain about her husband
is indicative not only of the extent of the conflict be-
tween them, but also that Mrs. A did not have sufficient
confidence in the agency worker either to discuss her prac-
tical problem of domestic strife, or at least to discuss
the matter of referral to another agency.
Circumstances indicated that Mrs. A had become the
dominant member of the family and that case work in the
future should center around her.
Section 8. 8/1/39 - 5/19/41
On 8/1/39 Mrs. A made a second complaint to the Inter-
national Institute after she had failed to obtain clothing
from the agency due to the fact that distribution was being
withheld at that time. On 12/29/39 she made a third com-
plaint to the Institute, this time about her husband, saying
that she wanted to leave him. Mrs. A's demands upon the
agency continued in spite of the fact that she received a
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regular weekly assistance grant during this period, with
frequent supplementations of clothing for the family. The
continuance of illness was also prominent. On 8/1/39 a
medical examination revealed that Mrs. A was suffering from
inflammation of the kidney and of the ovaries, and from
gastric hyperacidity.
On 4/17/40 another rumor was received that Mr. A was
working part time while receiving assistance. This was
denied by his wife. The following passages illustrate the
foregoing and give a general picture of the family at this
time:
12/29/39—Worker visited the home. Mr. A has
had many short pays and Mrs. A stated her husband
is not well. She claims he suffers from indiges-
tion and nervousness and he is very hard to get
along with. She stated at times he calls her bad
names before the children, and on one occasion fol-
lowing a quarrel with her husband she had to reprove
Mary for a misdemeanor and Mary called her mother
the vile names her father had used. She later
visited Miss R, social worker, at the Institute
stating she would like to leave her husband. She
cried and stated, "You know how hard I work and
that I do not deserve to be treated in this man-
ner". Worker left word for Mr. A to come to the
office.
2/13/40- -Mr. A in the office. When questioned
about his family relations, Mr. A stated, "My home
life is miserable. My wife is no wife to me. She
refuses to have anything to do with me and has
such a terrible temper that she makes a h-— of
the home." Worker pleaded with Mr. A to try and
keep peace in the home for the sake of the child-
ren. He agreed to try his best. He stated, "My
nerves are all unstrung and with my stomach condi-
tion, I get dizzy spells and am unable to go to work."
6/11/40—Mrs. A in office. The new budget was
explained and Mrs. A stated she would not be able
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to buy clothing for her family on so small an increase.
Mrs. A never fails to come to the office twice a
month for clothing for the family. She never ap-
pears satisfied and often visits Miss R, who tele-
phones worker for more particulars.
In the latter part of this period Mrs. A became preg-
nant once more and was also treated for a tumor at the
hospital. In addition she developed rheumatic pains. Dur-
ing the period of pregnancy she was described by the worker
as being very nervous and as complaining bitterly about
the quarrelsomeness of her husband and the abusive treat-
ment she received from him. She was quite ill during most
of this pregnancy which was terminated by the birth of a
still born child. During this illness the worker made
an attempt to discuss her condition with Mr. A, stressing
the importance of patience and considerateness on his part.
Mr. A showed very little response. Shortly afterward he
also refused the suggestion that he help his wife in the
home, which the worker made during the course of a home
visit.
Mary, thirteen years old, was described as pale and
ill. She was in need of glasses and was said to have a
weak heart which prevented her from taking gymnastics at
school. In addition she had developed pains in the legs
which she claimed prevented her from going to school.
Her absences had become so frequent that the School De-
partment contacted both the family and the agency about
this matter.
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Analysis : It seems likely that Mr. A's nervousness and
indigestion resulted partially from his disturbed emotion-
al condition; however, they also served a purpose, as did
his hernia, as a protest against the responsibilities ex-
pected of him and as a justification for his inadequacy.
Likewise, Mrs. A*s symptoms served as a protest to the
growing amount of responsibility which was being forced
upon her by her husband, in spite of her strong dependent
needs. They therefore also had the meaning of a justifi-
cation in that they made more excusable Mrs. A J s pattern
of complaints and demands upon the agency. The regularity
of this pattern may indicate that it was a response to the
marital conflict and the rise of general anxiety associated
with it, as already noted. The conflict in the home had
grown further and seemed to be leading tov/ard a separa-
tion. One feels that at least one reason for Mr. A's ina-
bility to support his family was the increased bitterness
and criticism which he encountered at home. A vicious cir-
cle had been formed in which Mr. A’s failings increased
the criticism of his wife, which in turn removed the secu-
rity and ego support which he needed so badly to enable him
to be an adequate provider. At the same time this proba-
bly contributed to the rise of guilt feelings about being
an inadequate father. His hardness toward his wife was
probably a protective device by which he covered up this
sense of guilt. It is evident that Mr. A had little
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incentive to support a family in which he was continually
made so unhappy. Also his use of vile language and his
generally unfeeling nature seem to suggest certain consti-
tutional weaknesses
,
which were aggravated hy his poor
relationship with his wife.
Mrs. A’s demanding nature, as exhibited in her rela-
tionship with the agency, seemed to have influenced the
development of hostility in both the children and Mr. A,
shown by either rebelliousness or repression on their part.
The failure of Mr. A to find work and of Mary to attend
school might be considered a reaction, in part, to Mrs. A's
demanding attitude in the home. This is made more plausi-
ble by the likelihood that Mr. A viewed his vdfe, more ma-
ture than himself, as a mother person through whom he sought
to gratify strong dependency needs. Mary's behavior was
indicative of an underlying hostility toward her mother.
In vievr of Mrs. A's strong dependency needs, one would sus-
pect that Mary had not succeeded in resolving her oedipus
conflict with its accompanying hostility directed against
her mother. This might shed some light upon the incident
in which she called her mother names at the instigation of
Mr. A. Her resistance to going to school together with
her complaint of pains in the legs suggest that Mary is
expressing her repressed conflicts by truancy and the de-
velopment of psychosomatic symptoms.
Case Work : The domestic strife which came into great
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prominence during this period might have been amenable to
treatment, had it been attempted. The sense of responsi-
bility which Mrs. A had shown for her children could have
been utilized by the worker in helping her to gain some
insight into her part in the reasons for her husband*
s
behavior, and thus to feel some responsibility for him also.
As to Mr. A, he had so far shown less strength than his wife,
but the very intensity of his demands upon the agency and
his reactions to it, his evident guilt feelings, and even
the development of his somatic symptoms, give some indica-
tion that he had a strong feeling about himself and his
failure as a provider. This might have been utilized to
lessen some of his underlying anxiety through constant
and sympathetic assurance of support. Instead of giving
such assurance, the worker tended to play a parallel though
less intensive role to that of his wife, by making demands
such as the detailed accounting of his expenses, and
threatening to remove assistance (as his wife withheld her
affection) if he worked without reporting this to the
agency. It was not recognized that Mr. A was unable to
report to the agency because the subsequent removal of as-
sistance would have represented too great a threat to him.
Administration: It is evident that agency check uos on
Mr. A*s activities were necessary because of his suspected
untrustworthiness. However, these check ups called for
skill in giving enough ego support so that the investigation
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by the worker, or the actual withholding of assistance it-
self, would not increase the basic anxiety of a client such
as Mr. A. In this connection the suggestion may be ad-
vanced as to the advisability of having made regular week-
ly appointments to see Mr. A at the office. Such a prac-
tice would not only have given an opportunity for contin-
uing work of a case work nature, but would have reduced
Mr. A’s fears associated with the special nature of check
ups. As it was, the results of the worker* s accusations
during these check ups might well have reinforced Mr. A’s
tendency toward deceit.
It is felt that the worker’s attempt to modify the
domestic strife by speaking to Mr. A about his treatment
of his wife was interpreted by him as an attempt at un-
warranted interference. This is especially seen in the
worker’s suggestion that he help his wife in the home.
It may not be an exaggeration to add that Mr. A’s whole
feeling about the agency’s attempt to have him go back to
work was interpreted by him in the same manner. While
the focus of treatment should have been with Mrs. A, the
worker could at this point have attempted a discussion
with both parents together in order to work through some
of their mutual hostility. As it was, the worker’s gra-
tuitous suggestion to Mr. A played into his already intensi-
fied feeling against his wife and received, very naturally,
a negative reply.
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In view of her truancy Mary appeared to have become
a problem child. Referral to a child guidance clinic might
have been indicated, provided that the worker could have
brought Mrs. A to accept this. If this were not possible,
then, again, treatment should have consisted in the attempt
to modify her demanding and domineering attitude toward
the children.
Section 9. 5/19/41 - 7/23/42
During this period Anthony, thai twelve years old, be-
came a serious problem. On 5/19/41 the worker found that
he had been truanting frequently. Mr. A reported that he
had much trouble in school and was not well liked by the
teachers, as he often refused to obey them. The worker
thereupon suggested that Mr. A work on this problem in co-
operation with the teachers, and he agreed to speak with
them. Three months later Anthony was sent to Sockanosett,
a state juvenile corrective institute, for petty larceny.
The family reacted by blaming all his delinquent acts upon
other boys and refusing to discuss the matter with the worker.
On this occasion the worker told the parents that ’’There
was the probability that Anthony was just as deep in wrong
doing as the other boys and that the family should make sure
how far Anthony had gone before blaming the other fellow.”
No response on the part of the parents was indicated. With-
in two months Anthony had been released from Sockanosett and
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was attending school. Cn 11/25/4-1 the school department
notified the agency that he had again been truanting. A
home visit revealed that Mrs. A*s excuse for his truancy was
that he had no lumber jacket with which to go to school.
She requested this article of clothing, and a voucher for
this was issued to her.
During this period there were continual reports of
Mr. A’s working while receiving home relief, and evidence
of attempts on the part of both parents to evade in small
ways complying with the policies of the agency. On 5/19/4-1
the following appears in the record:
Prior to visit it was learned that Mr. A was
offered work in private industry. When questioned
as to why he did not keep the job, he stated he
gave it a fair trial for a day and a half, but
because of his hernia condition it was impossible
for him to continue with the work. He stated he
was digging for an artesian well firm and that he
regretted being unable to stay at work as he would
much prefer to work in private industry than to
be on relief. Worker noticed a new refrigerator
in the home and asked about it. Mrs. A stated
that they had to have ice and that the old one
was so far gone that they had to throw it out.
They owe about fifty dollars on this one.
On 7/21/41 Mrs. A was reported seen in a cafe with
some people. When the worker indirectly brought this up,
Mrs. A replied that a cousin had taken her out to celebrate
her birthday. She showed considerable guilt, saying that
she was going to tell the worker herself, as she feared that
someone else would. On 10/3/41 further rumors were re-
ceived at the agency office concerning Mr. A's working for
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some concern at the same tine that he was working on an
S.U.R. (State Unemployment Relief) project. When questioned,
Mrs* A indignantly denied this rumor. Cn 1/12/42 Mr. A re-
quested carfare for transportation to work on his S.U.R.
project. This was refused because of an increase in pay
which he had lately received.
On 3/9/42 the following appears in the record:
Worker visited the home. Prior to visit worker
was told that Mrs. A had a young man as a roomer.
When questioned about this rumor, Mrs. A denied it
and became very excited. She showed worker the
clothes closet in her son's room and pointed out
that there was no clothing in it belonging to a man.
She stated people talk too much and do not know what
they are talking about. Worker questioned Mrs. A
about insurance on the family, and after trying to
evade the issue Mrs. A finally produced the insur-
ance policies as follows...
The record here shows that there was an endowment insurance
policy taken out on every member of the family. It was
noted, in addition, that there had been a long standing
rumor that Mr. A did odd jobs of work after hours and on
Saturdays, but this could not be verified.
On 3/14/42 a home visit revealed that Mrs. A had bought
a new breakfast set for the kitchen. According to the rec-
ord, "Mrs. A stated that she had to buy a new table as the
old one fell apart, so she bought the chairs to match the
table." Mrs. A claimed that she owed forty-five dollars on
the set, but when she was requested to bring an account book
to the office to show this, she failed to do so. Mrs. A
also revealed on this visit that she attended the hospital
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clinic three times a week for electric treatments for rheu-
matic pains in her arms.
On 6/19/42 Mr. A called at the agency with a doctor’s
note, stating that he had been out of work sick for four
days. He was given home relief at this time, and ten days
later the worker explained to Mrs. A that her husband, still
presumably not working, must apply for another S.U.R. pro-
ject as soon as possible. It is presumed from the record
at this point that Mr. A complied with this directive.
On 7/23/42 Mrs. A’s further lack of cooperation with
the agency is shown by the following excerpt:
Worker visited the home. Mrs. A complained
that Dr.--- did not call at the home, although a
call was put through for him (presumably by the
agency to check on Mr. A’s ability to work, as he
had been out sick for a few days again.) After
checking with the medical clerk it was disclosed
that the doctor had been called. Mrs. A could not
show the worker her rent receipts as she had thrown
them away, but she tried to assure worker that the
bill had been paid. She promised to save her re-
ceipts for the worker from now on...
Analysis : The reduction in the intensity of the marital
conflict during this period seems largely due to the fact
that Mr. A was working fairly steadily. The concern and
agreement of both parents about their son also served as
one of the few factors in drawing them together. Anthony’s
practice of disobeying school authorities indicated that he
was transferring his parental hostility, particularly that
toward his mother, upon his teachers. The attempts of both
mother and father to put the blame for his misbehavior on
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others bore evidence to their own feelings of guilt over
their inadequacy as parents. This is further seen in her
blaming her son's truancy upon the lack of a lumber jacket.
It it is assumed that there was some truth in the many re-
ports that the family was receiving additional income while
on public assistance, it would seem that Anthony’s practice
of petty larceny might have developed from his knowledge
of the family's continued evasion with the public assistance
agency. It is likely that he saw little wrong in stealing
from a society which he could hardly help but feel had nev-
er met the family's or his own needs.
The large number of endowment insurance policies was
indicative of the basic insecurity of the family, as well
as of poor planning and budgeting. The extravagance shown
by Mrs. A in the buying of the new refrigerator and break-
fast set, was suggestive not only of poor planning, but of
a need on Mrs. A's part for gratification of infantile love
needs represented by these objects.
Finally, Mr. A's frequent abstentions from work on the
basis of illness indicate once again that these probably
have an emotional counterpart.
Case Work : Mrs. A's continuing resistance showed that her
underlying anxiety as to the purpose of the agency in help-
ing her had never been met. As a result Mrs. A had no out-
let for her suppressed fears and doubts about the role of
the agency, especially as it was related to her financial
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or marital problems. The lack of a good relationship ren-
dered it impossible to work through Mrs. A's resistance to
the agency, which was so evident during this period. As
it was, the worker appeared as a guardian or punisher, thus
giving her reason to fear that her needs were not appre-
ciated. The cafe incident is an example. Instead of scold-
ing her for it the worker could well have used this incident
to discuss suitable recreation within Mrs. A’s financial
means.
The worker's action in contradicting both parents in
connection with Anthony's misbehavior, was unfortunate.
By failing to understand the parents’ guilt feelings, the
worker did not realize that, in blaming the son, she was
equally blaming the parents. This action could have only
the result of increasing their guilt and deepening their
hostility to the agency. The worker should have accepted
their feelings and, exploring these further, helped them
to accept their son's part, as well as their own part, in
the blame. This result might not have been achieved immed-
iately, but through such a method both Mr. and Mrs. A might
have obtained some insight into the factors influencing
their own behavior as well as that of their son. Such a
discussion offered a good starting point for treatment,
which they might have been more willing to accept because
it centered around their son's difficulties, rather than
about themselves.
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Mrs. A’s attempt to evade showing her insurance poli-
cies to the worker expressed her fears that the latter would
blame the family for extravagance or unnecessary expendi-
tures. This is another illustration of the worker 1 s fail-
ure to explain the purpose of the agency in assisting the
family. There is no evidence that an explanation of agency
policy with respect to insurance was given.
Mrs. A was strongly in need of reassurance and support.
With respect to the new breakfast set, a simple word of
praise as to her demonstrated ability to manage a clean and
neat home could have served as a preliminary step in dis-
cussing her purchase of this without agency authorization.
As already noted, in this way the worker could have utilized
her strength as a housekeeper to increase her ability to
cooperate with the agency and to use public assistance plan-
fully. In view of her basic behavior pattern it would have
been wise at all times to avoid arousing her fears that
something would be taken a?/ay from her in connection with
the investigation of resources, and to give careful explana-
tions of why certain data were needed, e.g., rent receipts,
insurance policies, and evidence of registration at USES.
Administration ; The worker’s several attempts to obtain
information as to extra sources of income, while the fam-
ily was receiving public assistance, assumed a punitive
meaning associated with the withdrawal of relief. The fam-
ily naturally offered resistance. While the agency’s
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concern about a client's unreported employment was under-
standable, it is also true that the desire and ability to
perform extra work was evidence of a certain strength in
Mr. A which should have been utilized rather than punished.
This discussion brings into focus the importance of
constructive use of agency limitations. The needs of a
person in trouble should not be sacrificed to rigid agency
requirements. Yet the only way in which these two things
could have been reconciled was through use of case work
techniques already mentioned; i.e., through enabling Mr.
A to express his real feelings of anxiety and hostility
toward the agency, and through utilizing the expression of
these feelings to bring about understanding and acceptance
of the agency's purpose, as well as the agency's limitations ,
in helping him towards independence . Such a case work pro-
gram should have been aimed at having Mr. A accept his part
in the agency program under these limitations. If this
result could have been achieved, it is likely that Mr. A
would have cooperated with the agency in reporting sources
of additional income.
It is possible, however, that Mr. A's emotional needs
might have been so great that he would not have been able
to respond to such methods, even if these had been tried.
In this case the following suggestion is offered with the
understanding that its use would have to depend upon the
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financial limitations of the agency and that it would be
applicable only to special cases in which the client's need
for the assurance of support was so great that he could
not continue the struggle toward independence if assistance
were removed. In these cir cum. stances it is felt that the
agency might well consider relaxing its policy against part
time jobs, allowing them for a certain length of time with-
out reducing the grant, during which treatment could be
attempted in building up the client’s ego strength and de-
sire for independence until such time as he might be ready
to accept the readjustment of his grant in accordance with
his extra earnings.
It is felt that the long term advantages, both to the
agency and the family from encouraging whatever tendencies
a client such as Mr. A showed toward supporting his family,
would justify a temporary continuance of assistance. Inso-
far as such a client would have obtained part-time work of
his own free will, this work would of itself assume a thera-
peutic function. The important point is that a client's
desire to work, when this formed so great a problem in his
life as in Mr. A’s case, should not be discouraged by the
threatened removal of assistance. The agency's practice of
threatening, or actually withdrawing
,
assistance when Mr.
A obtained part-time work, might have been a pertinent
factor in his inability to assume the responsibilities of
a father. The agency failed to realize that the assurance
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of assistance seemed to be the one thing which gave Mr. A
the support he needed to obtain part or full-time work on
his own. Withdrawing assistance before he was ready for it
left him unable to continue on his own and forced him once
more to seek the protection of the agency.
Much the same could be said concerning rigid agency
requirements for obtaining various kinds of data not of
primary importance, such as rent receipts and the account
book of purchased furniture. These investigations assumed
a punitive or threatening aspect for Mrs. A, and as such
contributed to the ready arousal of her anxiety over the
assistance situation. In dealing with Mrs. A, the worker
should have made use of methods such as have just been de-
scribed, directed toward securing her participation in the
agency program for the development of her and the family 1 s
independence. However, should it have turned out that Mrs.
A’s limitations were such that she could not use such case
work assistance adequately, the results of the agency’s
insistence on its requirements of supporting data might
have been such as to further increase Mrs. A’s resistance
and hostility to the agency as well as her dependence on it.
It is felt that this would be likely to offset considerably
the advantages gained by obtaining such documents. This is
not to say that all documents of proof should be dispensed
with, but that some relaxation of policy should be made in
view of the emotional limitations of particular clients.
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In this connection it should he noted that present agency
policy does not require, as in the past, that assistance be
held up pending a satisfactory check upon rents receipts or
other such items.
Section 10
. 7/28/42 - 5/9/45
During the early part of this period Mr. A continued
to use his ailments as an excuse for staying out of work,
but refrained from securing treatment which had been rec-
ommended even though the worker tried to make him under-
stand that he could not continue to receive assistance un-
less he did sc. Relations between himself and his wife
became steadily worse, each blaming the other for their
domestic difficulties. At one time reports were received
that Mrs. A was employed. Assistance was immediately
stopped and the family told that it could not be renewed
unless Mrs. A submitted a signed statement to the effect
that she was not working. Mrs. A finally did this, but
only after expressing much indignation and bitterness
against the agency in the course of an interview. She ad-
mitted that she had worked a few days in order to be able
to buy clothing for the children. The worker then remarked
that since her husband was temporarily unfit for employment,
and since she was capable of working, she would be placed on
a project. Cn hearing this Mrs. A became very irritable
and exclaimed that she was ill and unable to work. It was
. a
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later decided at an agency conference that it would he more
advisable not to have Mrs. A work for the family’s support,
as in this way she would probably become head of the house-
hold and it would be more difficult for Mr. A.
The domestic strife in the home approached a climax
early in this period with the advent of a boarder to live
in the home. In his contacts with the v/orker Mr. A expressed
great concern about the relationship of the boarder wTith his
wife. However, it was soon discovered that Mr. A was work-
ing for the boarder, who was a private contractor. Assist-
ance was then stopped. Nevertheless, Mr. A’s concern about
him seemed v/arranted. Cne day about six months after the
boarder had come to live with the family Mrs. A, in a fit of
temper against her husband, left home with the boarder, tak-
ing all the family’s money with her and staying away for
about two wreeks. Mr. A applied immediately for assistance.
In his contact with the agency at this time, it wa s evident
that he had been considerably shaken by this action on the
part of his wife. Assistance was given but stopped shortly
thereafter. Three months later contact was reestablished
with Mrs. A, who revealed that she was separated from her
husband. Mr. A was living elsewhere, but providing fifteen
dollars a ?;eek for the support of the children through
the BDR (Bureau of Domestic Relations). In reference to
the boarder she stated that he had first come to live with
them at her husband’s request, and that Mr. A would often
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tell her to ask the boarder for money with which to buy
clothing for the children. Mrs. A also revealed that she
was pregnant, but that her husband denied the paternity of
the baby although she had been living as his wife until a
time three months before. The baby, a girl, ?ras born in
November, 194-3.
Several contacts were had subsequently with Mr. A in
which it was evident that he greatly desired to go back to
the family. Mrs. A, however, would not hear of this. At
least once during this time, he left his work because of
alleged illness, finally returning to work under the pres-
sure of both the agency and the BDR.
Mary first began working in the summer of 1942 when
she was fourteen. The family succeeded in keeping this
information from the agency for a short time, however. As
soon as it was discovered, the agency decreased the family
budget by ten dollars, that amount of Mary’s wages being
considered as family income. Shortly thereafter Mrs. A
came to the office with a doctor’s statement that Mary was
not well and should not be working. It seems from the
record that Mary had already stopped working.
In November, 1943, Mary, having turned sixteen, re-
ported that she expected to leave Junior High School, which
she disliked very much, and go to work. Reports from other
sources indicated that Mary had also formed a practice of
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staying out late at night. On 1/17/44 a home visit revealed
that Mary had obtained a job* The worker explained to Mrs.
A that two-thirds of her pay would be applied toward fam-
ily income, and if this were sufficient, no further assist-
ance would be given by the agency, since at this time Mr.
A was also contributing fifteen dollars a week. Mrs. A
accepted this and the case was, accordingly, closed shortly
afterward.
The agency had no further contact with the family
for six months, when Mr. A returned to the agency on his
own to request aid: for his family on the grounds that he
had suffered an injury and was no longer able to work. Cn
this occasion he had not consulted his family before apply-
ing. Assistance was resumed after a home visit. At that
time Mary was still contributing ten dollars to the home
out of a weekly salary of approximately sixteen dollars.
Mrs. A continued to show extravagance in her daily budget-
ing. Shortly, thereafter, Mary left her job on account of
illness claiming that she was anemic, had pains in her legs,
was extremely nervous and unable to do very much except
some housework for her mother. The worker referred her to
a clinic which she agreed to attend. Mary revealed that
her father, still unemployed because of illness, frequently
came to see the children but was unable to give them any-
thing. Later, however, she was unable to secure proper
medical testimony as to her incapacitation, and finally re-
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turned to work under agency pressure.
During this period Anthony had twice been sent to
Sockanosett for truancy. He returned on parole the second
time toward the close of this period. He had already
turned sixteen and was, of course, not interested in school.
After initial difficulty in securing employment through
the USES, he finally did so. The record implies that the
worker had been applying the same kind of pressure upon
Anthony to go to work as had been placed on Mary. On 5/9/45j
with both the children working, assistance was stopped.
Analysis : It should be noted that the worsening of marital
strife leading up to the advent of the boarder coincided
with a period of idleness on Mr. A’s part. The attempts
to secure employment by both his daughter and wife must
have represented a threat to his status, as was recognized
at the agency conference. His retreat into illness seems
to have been a reaction to the usurpation of his role, es-
pecially by Mary. In addition, it provided him with an ex-
cuse for his own guilty feelings.
It seems clear from the record that Mr. A had a
strong feeling of ambivalence toward the boarder, who was
a threat to his status and position in the home. On the
other hand, the boarder offered an opportunity for Mr. A
to project some of his responsibilities. Mr. A’s consent
to work for the boarder, as well as his attempts to have
the latter provide for the children, indicated to what
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extent his dependency had grown. Doubtless, his strong
sense of guilt, his feeling of inadequacy, and the blow to
his masculinity, were factors contributing toward his shaken
emotional reactions to the relationship of the boarder with
his wife. It is obvious that the circumstances under which
Mrs. A left the home contributed largely to her husband's
regression and increased his internal conflict to the
point at which he was forced to separate from his family.
However, his strong dependency needs soon made themselves
felt and were seen in his longing to be allowed back into
the family. His action in coming to the agency on his
own to obtain assistance for his family, and his insistence
that the agency extend aid to them, serves as a noteworthy
illustration of identification. It should be noted that
Mr. A had been separated from the family for a year and knew
practically nothing about the income of the family. Under
stress of the anxiety which he probably felt about his
failure anew to give support, the possible new aggressive
steps which might be taken against him by the agency or his
wife through the BDR, and guilt as to his inadequacy and
separation from the family, Mr. A reacted defensively by
identifying with his family. There is no doubt that Mr. A
obtained some gratification from this action, by which he
asserted his masculinity and adequacy as a parent.
Upon Mrs. A's reapplication for assistance after she
had returned home, the thought cannot be escaped, although
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it is nowhere implied in the record, that one factor in her
decision to force her husband out of the home was her feel-
ing that the agency would more quickly and easily grant
aid to the family. This action might also have been in-
fluenced by Mrs. A’s projection upon her husband of her
guilt over her own behavior. It is possible that the sepa-
ration was unavoidable and for the best, but it is diffi-
cult to determine this with certainty.
Mary's summer job in 194-2 represented her first at-
tempt at emancipation from the home. In this she was frus-
trated by the agency. The fact that a large part of her
salary was applied to the family income meant, not emanci-
pation, but that she was tied more closely than ever to the
home in that a large share of the responsibility for the
support of the family had now been placed upon her. This
was particularly significant in view of Mr. A's temporary
incapacitation. It is therefore felt that, apart from
her physical weakness which did not prevent her from seek-
ing employment, Mary’s action in leaving work at that time
demonstrated that she was emotionally incapable of bear-
ing her new responsibility. Although not expressed in the
record, it may well have been upon Mrs. A’s insistence that
Mary went to work in the first place, in which case her
illness would acquire a further meaning as a demonstration
of resistance to her mother.
A year later her reported practice of staying out late
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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at night indicated the probability that she was reacting
to the frustrations and conflicts of the home by seeking
the company of men. It seems probable that Anthony’s re-
peated truancy was also influenced by these factors. Mary’s
dislike of school and failure to proceed beyond Junior High
School was also indicative of retardation, possibly in-
fluenced by emotional disturbances. Afterwards, when Mary
did obtain a job only to leave it later, her long resistance
to securing a medical statement regarding her disability,
her references to ’’pains in the legs”, her general nervous-
ness and what appear to be moods of listlessness and apathy,
--all bore evidence to the heaviness of the burden which
Mary was being made to carry and her inability to continue
doing so. It should be noted in this connection that the
closing of the case at the end of this period not only re-
moved whatever support Mrs. A might have had from the
agency but also made her for the first time entirely de-
pendent upon her children. Because of her demanding na-
ture this reversal of rule could not help but put Mrs. A
under considerable emotional tension and increase the quar-
reling in the home, which in turn probably aroused greater
hostility in the children and a greater resistance on their
part toward continuing in a supporting role.
Case Work ; The worker’s threats early in this section to
stop assistance if Mr. A did not secure recommended medical
treatment were made in too harsh a fashion to succeed in
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vie?; of the fact that Mr. A’s illness was his main defense
against his own feelings of guilt and inadequacy. As could
be expected he reacted by becoming more hostile and demand-
ing and by projecting his hostility upon his wife so that
increasing discord resulted in the home. Treatment was
needed at this point in stimulating Mr. A’s desires for
health while at the same time furnishing support and assur-
ance that agency assistance would not be withdrawn. The
worker’s general attitude of firmness in requiring Mr. A to
seek medical treatment was v/ise, however. A too lenient
attitude would have played into his defenses and justified
the meaning ?;hich his illnesses had come to have to him.
It was unfortunate that the ?;orker reacted in such a puni-
tive manner to the attempts of both Mrs. A and Mary to work,
instead of treating these efforts as the strengths which
they represented. Doubtless agency policy would have dic-
tated that some reduction in the grant should have been made,
but this should have been done only after Mrs. A’s hostility
had been accepted by the worker and some effort had been
made to have Mrs. A accept the structural limitations of
the agency. The punitive aspect could well have been
minimized or not mentioned at all. The agency’s action in
so greatly lowering the assistance budget because of Mary’s
earnings functioned to reduce Mr. A’s role as a parent in his
o?m eyes, further aroused his hostility to the agency, caused
him to fall back even more upon his illnesses, and lessened
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his ability to cooperate with the agency in all respects.
The worker’s action in scolding Mrs. A for not noti-
fying the agency about her work was seen by her as an un-
justified rebuke for her attempts to ease the difficult
financial situation in the home and as a threat to her in-
dependence. She therefore reacted with great bitterness
and hostility to the worker at this point. When the latter
suggested that she be placed on a project, her immediate
negative reaction involving an alleged illness suggests that
it was really the threat of the removal of assistance which
conditioned her response rather than a disinclination to
work as such. Leaving out of consideration for the moment
her unwillingness to neglect the home (since she had been
working), Mrs. A, like her husband, thus showed that she
needed the security and support of agency assistance in
order to earn extra money by her own efforts. In view of
this as well as the factor involving Mr. A’s loss of status
the conference decision of 9/8/42 not to have Mrs .A work ?;as
well taken. It is also very unlikely that Mr. A would have
been capable or willing to look after the children.
The problems of the family do not appear to have been
simplified by Mr. A’s leaving the home. Mr. A's desire to
return to the family offered the worker further opportunity
to bring about a better relationship between him and his
wife, and at least to discuss the possibility of a reconcil-
iation. It is of course open to question whether this would
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have been desirable* However, any improvement in his rela-
tion to the family would have meant an increase in his own
status as a parent and in his feelings of adequacy and mas-
culinity, and would doubtless have given him a greater in-
centive towards going to work again. From the identifica-
tion with his family which Mr. A showed in asking assistance
for them without their knowledge it can be assumed that the
fifteen dollars of support which he had been contributing
until then held a certain meaning for him. As a strong link
between himself and the family, it gave him the security of
continuing to be a -parent, husband, and provider. As it
was also revealed by Mary that Mr. A still came to the home
at times, it appears that the separation had not been com-
plete. If the worker could have helped to increase Mr. A*
s
status in the family at this time by working with both par-
ents, Mr. A would have had more incentive to work, even
though he remained separated from the family, rather than
to rely upon his illnesses to secure assistance.
In view of Mary's leaving school and staying out late
at night, some individual work with her was indicated. It
is obvious that Mrs. A needed help with the behavior problems
of both Mary and Anthony. The possibility of referral to a
child guidance clinic and to group work institutions could
have been explored.
Anthony's history of delinquency up to this point did
not give grounds for believing that he would, at the age of
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sixteen, be able to carry his share of the support of the
family without disturbing reactions any more than his sister
had been able to. It is felt that Anthony, once having left
school, needed special attention and support from the worker
in locating a suitable job, but without the threat that the
major portion of his pay would be considered as family in-
come. In the final analysis, as has been noted in Mary's
case, the finding of work by the children represented the
first steps in their emancipation from a dominating mother
and a disturbed home situation. This sense of emancipation
was needed by them far more than by children less disturbed,
and it is particularly unfortunate that they were denied
this emancipation through the application by the agency of
the major portion of their pay to family income.
Administration : Developments in this section pointed up
the matter of agency policy regarding the responsibility of
minors. In all probability the ten dollars removed from
Mary's salary in the early part of this period represented
the major portion of her weekly pay. 19e have seen that Mary
became ill and abstained from work shortly after this de-
duction was made and have noted the probable connection be-
tween these two events. An attempt has also been made to
show the effects which Mary's new role as a provider may
have had upon the increase of hostility and lack of coopera-
tion on Mr. A's part, and the increase of discord in the
home which rendered him further incapable of functioning as
an adequate father. Mary's discontent at the new arrangement
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might also have added to the family’s disturbance. Later
on, the agency's action in closing the case upon the basis
that two-thirds of Mary's pay would be considered as family
income made Mary one of the chief providers of the home.
There was also the possibility that more than this amount
might have been taken from her pay by Mrs. A, should she
have fallen short at any tine in meeting the family's expenses.
As events showed, Mary, already a disturbed child, was not
able to carry this burden.
On general principles, it is felt that the practice of
removing two-thirds of the pay of even a normal child of
sixteen- for family income should be condemned. To shift
so much of the agency's burden to a child of this age does
not seem compatible with the responsibility of the agency
to the child or to the family. A token amount of a few
dollars taken from Mary's pay after discussing the reasons
for this with her, could have stimulated her sense of re-
sponsibility for the family without saddling her with the onus
of becoming the principal provider at an age when she was
not capable of assuming this burden. Such a plan would also
have left her with an adequate balance from her week's pay
with which to provide for her own needs. It is felt that
while the deduction of a certain portion of a minor's pay
is desirable, this policy should be made sufficiently flexi-
ble to take account of conditions in the home and the extent
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to which disturbed children can bear the burden of family-
support, as well as the meaning which this new pattern of
responsibility will have to each member of the home.
It should be noted, however, that the worker’s practice
in this matter did not represent a fixed agency policy at
this time. The two-thirds rule was a practice which was
never officially condoned and which the agency made many
attempts to eliminate. At this time the deduction of two-
thirds of the pay was officially considered a possibility
in a situation of the sort described here, but flexibility
in the application of this rule was allowed for. It is
therefore the worker’s practice, and more especially the
supervision, which should come up for criticism rather than
the administrative ruling.
Section 11 . 12/17/4-5 - 11/8/4-6
After the closing of the case on 5/9/4- 5 seven months
passed without agency contact with the family. On 12/17/45
Mrs. A reapplied for assistance, as both Mary and Anthony
were temporarily out of work. During this period both
children continued to show an increasing inability to work
steadily and a pattern of justifying their abstention from
work by various ailments. The worker placed increasing
pressure upon Mrs. A to have the children either go to work,
register at the USES, or obtain a doctor’s statement if
actually unable to work. In addition, the worker repeatedly
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requested that Mrs. A go to the BDR to secure support from
her husband. Mrs. A showed a great deal of resistance,
however, toward going to the BDR. When she finally did go
after a final warning from the worker that assistance would
be stopped otherwise, the BDR could do nothing in view of
Mr. A’s claim that he was ill.
Anthony’s behavior became steadily worse. He frequently
absented himself from home at night, at times giving his
mother the impression that he had a night job. Relations
between himself and Mrs. A became worse with the latter
threatening to, report him to the police or the probation
officer. Conditions in the home were crowded at this time
and it was revealed that there were times when Anthony had
to sleep on the floor. Mrs. A at first refused but later
agreed to give him permission to enter the services, as she
felt that he would be better off out of the home. However,
he was rejected by both the Army and the Navy. The worker
then warned Mrs. A that assistance to the family would be
stopped unless Anthony registered for work at the USES. The
record implies that he did this. He obtained several tem-
porary jobs but regularly abstained from going to work on
the pretexts of illness or a minor injury, such as, on one
occasion, a cut finger. However, he did not succeed in ob-
taining steady employment. Shortly afterward he was arrested
in Boston for participating in an attempt at armed robbery
and was sentenced to five years at a reformatory.
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In the first part of this period Mary worked intermit-
tently and continued to contribute ten dollars per week,
about half her pay, to the home during her periods of employ-
ment. Later, however, the worker explained to Mrs, A that
the two-thirds rule would be followed in computing the
assistance budget, in accordance with which Mary was to con-
tribute two-thirds of her pay to the home. Shortly after-
ward Mary revealed to the worker, with a show of bravado and
aggressive defense, that she was pregnant and that the puta-
tive father was a married man with two children. In the
course of a home visit at this time both Mary and her
mother appeared to entertain fantasies about her plight,
Mary believing that the putative father would soon divorce
his wife and marry her, as he had promised. Mrs. A was ex-
tremely upset and made threats to the worker that she would
kill the man unless he immediately announced his intention
of marrying her daughter. Mrs, A also revealed that she
had repeatedly warned Mary against going out with this man.
In the worker's hearing she threatened to drive her daughter
from the house if she did not get married.
Three days later the worker returned to the home to dis-
cover that Mrs. A had herself given birth to a baby. The
worker was told that nine months ago she had taken her hus-
band back into the home upon his promise to support the
family. Upon his failure to do so she had not allowed him
to remain longer than one week. Cn this occasion Mrs. A
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seemed to have forgotten her recent threat to drive Mary
from the home. Both mother and daughter seemed much more
content.
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Mary left work in the latter months of her pregnancy.
During the last part of this period Mrs. A, once again en-
tirely dependent upon the agency, renewed her pattern of
complaints and demands, repeatedly requesting special food
orders, fuel allowances and assistance for stove repairs.
Analysis : In this section one is able to see clearly Anthony’s
resistance to the responsibility which the agency had placed
upon him, and his attempts to escape them. His behavior
indicated a real need, which was recognized by his own
mother, to leave the home. Unfortunately, the result of the
pressure which the worker placed upon him was an intensi-
fication of these attempts to escape, seen in the develop-
ment of various ailments, the attempts to join the Army and
Navy, his abstention from work, and finally his arrest. It
is felt that both Anthony’s delinquency and his sister's
pregnancy were part of the same pattern of rebellion against
their circumstances, in which their hostility against Mrs, A,
and perhaps the agency as well, probably played a large role.
Mrs. A’s concern about her daughter’s illegitimate preg-
nancy was natural, but it is likely that part of this was
due to her identification with Mary in a situation which
probably reactivated her own guilt feelings about her sexual
life of the past. Mrs. A’s fantasy about the marriage of
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her daughter was as great as Mary’s, which further indicates
that the latter's plight was a serious threat to her. Her
identification was implied also by her statement that she
had repeatedly warned her daughter about going out with this
man. Apparently Mrs. A had succeeded in placing her own
fears into the mind of her daughter. Mary's defiance of
her mother's warnings is another indication of her hostility
to her. The threat to Mrs. A involved in Mary's behavior
becomes much clearer upon the revelation that Mrs. A her-
self had been about to give birth to a child at the time of
this interview under circumstances not entirely above sus-
picion, since Mr. A had not been living in the home for
two years. After the new baby was born and Mrs. A was no
longer pregnant, i.e., after she no longer identified her
own condition with that of her daughter, her guilt and hos-
tility directed both toward the daughter and the putative
father lessened, as the record indicates; and Mrs. A did
not speak further of driving Mary from the house or of
threatening the putative father.
Mrs. A's resistance to seeking legal help in obtaining
aid from her husband indicated a loosening of whatever ties
were still between them. Mr, A's failure to continue assist
ance might signify a gradual acceptance on his part of his
complete failure as a parent, and the setting in of apathy
and further regression. As was previously mentioned, it is
probable that a determining factor in this situation was
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the feeling on the part of both Mr. and Mrs. A that public
assistance would be given more readily to the family if Mr.
A did not remain too closely in the picture.
Case Work : It was clearly within the function of the worker
before the time of Anthony’s arrest to have undertaken some
form of regular treatment with him. His needs appeared to
include a chance to receive real acceptance and support
from a sympathetic person, an opportunity to learn a skill
or trade, and freedom from responsibilities in the home or
perhaps the chance to leave it altogether. Joining the
services might have permitted him to fulfill some of these
needs, but, since he was rejected, the worker could have con-
sidered an appropriate referral by which Anthony would have
been helped to secure a selective placement. In any case
some attempt to discuss this with the boy was indicated.
In addition, it is clear from the record that Mrs. A was
in need of some understanding as to the part which she could
play in modifying the behavior of her son. She particularly
needed to understand the importance of treating her son, now
a provider, with more freedom and less of her normally dom-
inating attitude against which he had been rebelling. The
worker could also have made an attempt to interest Anthony
in some kind of group work, thus giving him an alternate
form of gratification to take the place of his doubtful
activities at night. It is questionable, however, whether
Anthony was emotionally ready for group activity.
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It is not possible to judge exactly to what degree the
agency was responsible for Mary’s pregnancy and Anthony's
jail sentence, since basically these misfortunes resulted
from the frustrations and conflicts which the children had
always experienced in the home, nevertheless, one could not,
in view of what had gone before, fairly dissociate these
final happenings from the pressures which the worker had
exerted upon the family. It should be noted in this con-
nection that the worker, far from playing a helpful role,
had not even played a passive or neutral one. By placing
responsibilities upon the children which they were not
equipped to carry, her role was weighted continually in
such a manner as to cause greater frustration to them and
more hostility between them and their mother. Had the
agency's role been no more than neutral, it is even possible
that the children would not have been forced into their
final actions.
As has already been mentioned, Mrs. A's reluctance to
seek support from her husband probably stemmed from her
persisting anxiety about the continuance and adequacy of
agency assistance. If this anxiety could have been worked
through, therefore, it might have been easier for Mrs. A
to cooperate in seeking support from her husband, because
she would not have had the fear that doing so would make it
still more difficult to obtain adequate help from the agency.
As it was, the very intensity of the worker's insistence
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resulted in increasing Mrs. A’s anxiety and thus her resist-
ance, toward becoming once again even partially dependent
upon her husband.
The problem, by which the separation of the parents is
furthered by the knowledge of the greater availability of
public assistance, is a disadvantage inherent in the assist-
ance situation. It can only be modified by bringing out and
working through the client’s feelings about dependence upon
the agency, by stimulating her desire for independence, and
by making clear to the client that the purpose of assistance
is to help the client herself make the best adjustment to
her circumstances, not that adjustment which the client
thinks might be more acceptable to the agency or more in
accord with its legal requirements for assistance. In addi-
tion the client should be made to feel that for this pur-
pose assistance, in adequate amount, would be available
whenever needed. The result of the continued failure to
clarify the role of the agency throughout the history of
this case is shown once again at the close of the section
in a reactivation of Mrs. A’s old fears in connection with
being dependent upon the agency and a consequent renewal of
her demands upon it.
Administration : It is felt that the practice of making the
issuance of a check to his mother dependent upon Anthony's
compliance with agency requirements (registering at the USES,
obtaining a medical statement of unfitness, or finding a job)
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was unfair in that it made the whole family dependent upon
the cooperation of a disturbed child. It is doubtful wheth-
er this represented agency policy. However, it is probable
that this resulted in increasing Mrs. A’s anxiety as well
as Anthony’s hostility against both his mother and the
agency. It is also likely that this action increased Mrs.
A's hostility toward the agency and her son, resulting in
her actually ordering him to leave the home. This prac-
tice, involving Anthony in increased conflict with Mrs. A,
tended to make him more rebellious and less able to con-
sider taking a job through agency prompting. While the
general rule should be observed that the worker may hold
the check until any member of the family can be seen who
is able to contribute, it is felt that this rule should be
relaxed so that, in special cases such as Anthony’s where
continued threats and prompting by the agency can only re-
inforce a vicious circle, a whole family will not be made
the victim of the emotional disturbance of a minor.
The policy which required that Mrs. A seek legal ac-
tion through the BDR in securing a contribution from her
husband was fair and desirable. As has already been pointed
out, however, the implementation of it depended on the suc-
cess of the worker in resolving the resistance which Mrs.
A showed and which it is felt was primarily due to anxiety
in her relationship to the agency. If this could not have
been immediately resolved and the client evinced continuing
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resistance to cooperating with the agency by going to the
BDR, as happened here, it would not seem advisable to in-
sist that this policy be followed out strictly. The un-
considered pressure applied by the worker only increased
her anxiety and hostility and rendered it more difficult
for her to make an adequate adjustment with or without as-
sistance. It should, however, be noted that the worker’s
strong insistence that Mrs. A report to the BDR as a condi-
tion of her receiving further assistance represented GPA
(city) policy as distinguished from state policy. It was
not part of the state policy to force the action which was
taken here.
In view of the stress placed by the worker upon the
two-thirds rule for deducting the pay of a minor, it should
be pointed out that in the summer of 194-5 a clarification
of policy had taken place with respect to the two-thirds
rule with the result that it was dropped altogether, even
as a possible working basis. Whatever justification, there-
fore, that there might previously have been for its use
had been removed, and criticism for its application at
this time must again attach to the worker's malpractice and
to faulty supervision. In fact a larger proportion of
the blame must rest upon the supervisor, as she should have
been more directly concerned than the worker in the inter-
pretation and application of policy.
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Section 12. 11/14/46 - 3/15/47
On 11/14/46 the case was taken over by the author.
What follows is a brief resume of events during this period.
The worker first explained thoroughly that the func-
tion of the agency was to provide for the needs of the fam-
ily within its standards of assistance, and that this in
no way involved keeping money from Mrs. A which should be
hers. This was followed by the drawing up of a family bud-
get by the worker with Mrs. A's participation. The differ-
ence between Mrs. A's budget and the maximum allowed under
agency provisions was explained, the ?;orker giving an item
by item breakdown. A permissive attitude in allowing Mrs.
A to state her needs was observed throughout, to which she
responded by lessening her complaints and demands, and by
assuming a more cooperative attitude towards the worker.
Once relieved of some of her anxiety Mrs. A appeared to be
a fundamentally honest ?7oman who demonstrated on at least
one occasion that she could be relied upon to keep her word.
The worker took immediate steps to place the family on an
Aid to Dependent Children status and to explain to Mrs. A
the provisions of this category, and her rights under it.
As to her husband Mrs. A was firm in her refusal to consider
allowing him back into the home. She stated that he drank
a great deal, did not work, and could not be relied upon
in any manner.
Mary gave birth to a baby girl and discussed with the
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worker plans for her future. She and her new baby were
placed upon a separate ADC status, although the tvro contin-
ued to reside with her mother. From the worker’s personal
contact Mary appeared to be a repressed girl with a cer-
tain lack of affect. Plans for her return to work were
discussed with the understanding that her decision was to
be entirely voluntary. She did not indicate a readiness
to go back to work, giving as her reasons that her mother
would not be able to care for three small children.
Virginia, at sixteen, became a problem and the worker
devoted a great deal of his efforts to her. She showed
evidence of nervous tension, emotional immaturity, and low
intelligence. Weekly interviews at the office were scheduled
for her, and in addition she was referred for medical, and
neuropsychiatric examinations, and for psychological test-
ing. Virginia showed herself to be quite undependable often
"forgetting” or coming hours early, or late, for an appoint-
ment. She left Junior High School upon turning sixteen
only to decide that she wanted to return. Because the re-
sults of the psychological tests contraindicated this, how-
ever, she was prevailed upon to accept a sheltered place-
ment, which was found for her. It was felt that her ner-
vousness and undependability were such as to render undesir-
able an industrial placement at that time.
Much of Virginia’s disturbance had been caused by the
high degree of emotional tension between her and her mother,
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due to her inability to find work after leaving school.
Mrs. A was very much afraid that Virginia would copy the
example of her older sister and also become pregnant. She
restricted her to a great extent to the house, and made
threats and allusions as to what would happen if Virginia
followed the pattern of her sister. The worker therefore
attempted to give Mrs. A a beginning insight into the manner
in which this course of action had been aggravating her
daughter’s behavior problem. While Mrs. A understood this
intellectually, it was felt that much more work would be
necessary with her in the future because of her own emotional
instability. In addition to Virginia, Mrs. A was having be-
havior problems with her three year old daughter, Josephine,
in which she also sought the help of the worker.
As to the future, it was felt that supportive treatment
should be continued for some time for Mrs. A, Mary, and
Virginia. It was believed that Mary should eventually be
helped to become more independent by accepting some form
of suitable employment since the atmosphere of the home was
not the most healthy one for her, in view of the repressed
conflict with her mother. In addition it was felt that
plans should be made beforehand for supportive treatment and
a sheltered placement for Anthony, should these appear
necessary when he would be released on parole, in much the
same way as these things had been done for Virginia.
Since the author's contact with the family covered a
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relatively short period, it was considered likely that the
family's old pattern of demands and hostility to the agency
might emerge at intervals upon future contact. It would be
only natural to expect such a "testing out" on Mrs. A's
part after almost twenty years of difficulty with the agency.
'.
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CHAPTER III Conclusions
Analysis
What finally can we say were the factors which contri-
buted to the long failure of this family to adjust? First,
there were the constitutional elements in the make up of
the family itself and in the interrelationships between the
members. It seems evident from the case history that neither
parent was emotionally mature. One of the most obvious
weaknesses of the family from the very beginning was the
unusual age disparity between husband and wife, and the
marriage in itself might be considered evidence of emotional
instability on the part of both Mr. and Mrs. A. In spite
of these weaknesses there appear to have been certain
strengths in the family, shown by the very fact that it
had held together over a difficult period of years on pub-
lic assistance. Although the general path of the family
was downward and the father finally separated from it, it
is felt that the long resistance to this separation and
the long and intense, though not emotionally mature, efforts
by both husband and wife to obtain enough help from the
agency to support the family adeouately gave evidence of
strengths within the unit.
We have seen that the central or strongest figure was
Mrs. A and that the emotional conflicts of the family re-
volved about her. Mrs. A's anxiety and general dominating
and demanding attitude aroused hostility on the part of her
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children and husband. The marital discord was very im-
portant and was bound up with the economic maladjustment
of the family. It has been noted that the discord increased
automatically during the periods when Mr. A was unemployed
and decreased during those temporary periods when he was
working. It is quite possible that had Mr. A been more
successful in the continuity of his work, the home would
not have been broken up. On the other hand, Mr. A’s very
failure to support the family in a continuing fashion was
related to the conflicts which arose between him and his
wife over this fact. A vicious circle set in, in which Mr.
A’s inability to provide increased the quarreling and ten-
sion in the home, which in turn increased his anxiety, de-
pression, and attempts to escape responsibility through the
development of psychosomatic illnesses. All of this rendered
him further incapable of being an adequate husband and
father.
It is felt that Mrs. A’s frequent spending sprees
without the authorization of the agency represented a re-
activation of her childhood affectional needs for which she
sought gratification through the spending of money. 1 It is
noteworthy that this behavior occurred during times when
her anxiety over agency assistance was greatest as well as
when discord in the home was intense. It is felt that it
1 Charlotte Towle, Common Human Needs
, p. 49
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was the need to gratify her affectional needs which con-
tributed to Mrs. A’s continued inability to budget adequately
what money she did receive without making constant complaints
and demands upon the agency. Mr. A, on the other hand,
lacking affection and support from his wife, found it in-
creasingly impossible to give either money or affection.
Mr. A not only did not have the love to give, but he did
not have the love to find and hold the job so that he could
give. Consequently it is found that he withheld money
even during those periods when he did earn, that he took
little interest in the financial affairs of the home at
any time, and that he used his hernia as a justification
for his inadequacy as a husband and father.
The pressure ?/hich the agency directly or indirectly
exerted upon the family increased the conflicts already
present and must be viewed as related to the separation
of Mr. A from the home, the unfortunate events which be-
fell the children, and the continued state of dependence
of the family as a whole. This is discussed in greater
detail below.
Case Work
Essentially the ?rorker, as a representative of the
agency, assumed the role of a mother person to this family.
The need to obtain money or food orders from the agency
2 Charlotte Towle, Common Human Needs
, p. 49
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meant a reactivation of the infantile needs of obtaining
food, love, or money from the mother. When assistance was
refused or made contingent upon certain conditions the ful-
fillment of which reinforced emotional conflicts within
them, both parents regressed and showed their rising anx-
ieties by a complaining-demanding attitude, alternating
with instances of overt hostility and submissiveness, which
is so characteristic of the child to whom affection has
been denied.
Unfortunately the net effect of the worker's activity,
when dealing with Mr. A, seems to have been to assume Mrs.
A's role. By the direct or indirect condemnation which
the worker placed upon Mr. A for his inadequacy in support-
ing his family, by the reluctance with which assistance
was given, by the lack of support extended to him, the
worker played into the vicious circle which had already
been established by his wife, and by which Mr. A was denied
affectional gratification, appreciation, and the understand-
ing which he so desperately needed. By implication he
was thus denied by the worker what his wife already threat-
ened; i. e., his masculine status in the home, the impor-
tance of which is evident in his reaction to the boarder
incident and to his wife's leaving the home. In addition,
forcing him to conform to agency regulations, to give a
long account of expenditures, to seek medical statements
and treatment, to register at the USES, to report to the
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BDR—all this together with threats of withdrawing assist-
ance could only serve to increase Mr. A’s fears, insecurity,
and desire to escape through illnesses the responsibility
which he was given no support to carry either by the agency
or by his family. The hernia was the one weapon which Mr.
A had to wield against the demands of both the agency and
those of his wife. As such it had a very real meaning to
him, in view of which his refusal of the operation and his
development of other symptoms of the back were not surpris-
ing.
The role of Mrs. A as the strongest figure in the fam-
ily is central, and it is unlikely that much help could
have been given to either the husband or the children with-
out at the same time giving her some degree of insight
into her role in aggravating their conflicts. Unfortunately
when dealing with Mrs. A the worker identified with her
against her husband, intimating that she was right in blam-
ing him for the unfortunate condition of the family. Later
the worker took this same action in identifying with Mrs. A
against Mary and Anthony with the results that Mrs. A be-
came more hostile to these children until finally Anthony
too was forced out of the home and Mary became pregnant.
The pressure which the worker placed upon the two children
,
without regard to their emotional maturity or their conflicts
in the home which this course resulted in, also influenced
them to follow the escape pattern of their father through
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illness and later to find these unfortunate solutions to
their conflicts. Finally, it is possible that the lack of
support and understanding furnished by the worker and the
inadequacy, in Mrs. A’s eyes, of the assistance she received
while her husband was home subconsciously influenced her
toward forcing him, and later her son, out in the hope that
assistance would be more readily forthcoming.
Throughout the case history the complaints and demands
of the A family and their resistance to complying with agency
requirements, indicated that the worker had not been success-
ful in helping them to accept the limitations of the agency.
From the material presented one does not, in general, sense
the existence of a case work process in the worker* s deal-
ing with this family. Acceptance of the family's feelings
about receiving public assistance and the meaning which it
had to them, an explanation of the purpose of the agency
in helping the family towards independence, turning the fam-
ily's resistance to the agency, as manifested by emotional
outbursts and non-cooperation, into more constructive chan-
nels, and defining the limits within which the worker, as
agency representative, could offer a helpful experience to
the family members—all of these ingredients of good case
work seem absent in this case. The worker's ability to
help the family accept and make constructive use of agency
limitations is of special importance in a situation such as
this, where the family exhibited a continued demanding
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attitude
One must have a basic psychological conviction
in order to see helping value in the nature of any
limits, which, in themselves, seemingly only nega-
tive and restrictive, arouse immediate antagonisms,
resentment, and active struggle, a situation so dif-
ferent from our conception of giving. If, however,
we believe that man’s upward movement in living is
made in a struggle of resistance and submission to
limits of life's reality, then it follows that any
helping area should avoid the unreality of limitless
possibilities and should describe a definite struc-
ture within which such struggle is possible. Then
the structural limits which support the function of
the agency can become the focal point around which
client, visitor and supervisor may move in a help-
ful relation to one another.
3
Administration
While all matters considered here are referable to
administration, not all were representative of official
policy; i.e., room must be left for the worker’s practice
in not always interpreting existing policy correctly. It
is recognized in what follows that it is this latter which
was very often at fault rather than the administrative
ruling itself. However, the results, in terms of the dy-
namics of the failure of the family to adjust, remained
the same. Therefore, the malpractice of the worker and
faulty supervision on policy matters are considered as im-
plied in whatever degree they may be present in references
to the agency or agency policy below.
This case illustrates the danger of enforcing agency
3 Sara S. Hughes, "Interpreting Function to the Visi-
tor," Method and Skill in Public Assistance
.
December, 1938*
Rosa Wessel, editor. Philadelphia; Pennsylvania School of
Social Work, University of Pennsylvania.
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policy strictly, or the worker’s interpretation of it, with-
out taking the psychic disabilities of the individual client
into consideration and without relieving his anxiety as to
his right to assistance and the purpose of the agency in
helping him. The agency blamed and criticized Mrs. A for
her unauthorized spending and her failure to manage her
budget properly, but did not recognize that this was part
of the client’s reaction to the agency's insistence on a
valid accounting of Mrs. A's expenditures. The agency in-
sisted that Mr. A and later Anthony either register at the
USES or obtain a medical statement of unfitness to work, as
a condition of the continuance of assistance, without recog-
nizing that registration at the USES was, at certain times,
enough of a threat to them to bring on the need for a medi-
cal condition of unfitness. The agency delayed in putting
the family on an ADC program for three years after Mr. A
had left the home at a cost to the physical and mental
health of the whole family, because of the possibility of
securing support from Mr. A; even though Mr. A had been
forced out of the home precisely because he could not pro-
vide. If he could not be an adeouate father while in the
home, it was far less likely that he could be such when his
ties with the home were broken and whatever support he did
receive from the family was lessened. Again, the agency
forced children of minor age, already previously disturbed,
to contribute two-thirds of their pay to the home, when so
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doing meant to reinforce their conflict with the mother, to
frustrate their need for emancipation, and almost certainly
to drive them into some unfortunate act in their desire to
seek an escape from the circumstances in which they were
enmeshed. Apart from the effect of this action upon the
family, it was hardly in consonance with the developing
concept of public assistance as a right. It is felt that
this study has shown that the rules and policies of the
agency should be capable of adjustment to fit the needs of
the individual rather than vice versa; and that the applica-
tion of agency regulations should be made with sufficient
understanding of the client’s emotional needs and ability
to enable the worker to meet them on a case work basis and
to insure that the following through of agency policy will
decrease rather than increase those needs, and thus help,
and not further weaken, the client.
This adherence to agency limitations at any
given moment may engender in time an illusion that
the agency is sacrosanct. Both case worker and ad-
ministrator may forget that agencies are man made
and subject to change by man. This way lies stagna-
tion and the common tendency of institutions and
agencies to become self-perpetuating and rigidly
oppressive .. .neither case worker nor administrator
has fulfilled his professional responsibility when
he submits unouestioningly to the limits of agency
function.
In certain ways, such as in withholding or threatening
4 Charlotte Towle, ’’Professional Skill in Administra-
tion,” The News Letter
. 10:11-17, 1940
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to withhold assistance, demanding detailed accountings of
expenditures as a basis for granting assistance, or in con-
sidering two-thirds of the children’s pay as home income,
this case demonstrates the effects of inadequate assistance.
These effects were felt in the continued demands made by
the family upon the agency, many of them on a reality basis
involving the essentials of food, clothing, and medical
supplies, in the continued state of anxiety which acted to
prevent the family from cultivating the desire for inde-
pendence; and might in this way be considered as having
played their part in bringing about the final status of com-
plete dependence upon the agency with the separation of
the father and the accompanying misfortunes in the lives
of the two older children rendering them unable to provide.
The effects of inadequate assistance upon the worker is
more difficult to determine but were evidenced by the worker
general attitude of impatience leading to strictness in the
interpretation of agency policy as well as the worker’s
critical, even condemnatory, feelings toward the family's
demands which tended to prevent her from helping the family
use assistance more constructively. The following passages
clarify the dangers involved in inadequate assistance both
to the client and to the worker :
Because the problem of inadequate funds is so
widely prevalent in public assistance, we are, both
as a people and as social administrators, somewhat
insensitive to the far-reaching implications of inade-
quate assistance payments and to the totality of their
..
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effect in precluding attainment of social purpose.
Those of us who have worked with people forced to
live at a depressed standard month after month or
year after year, or who have known the experience
in our own living, know that that fact in itself
saps physical strength and undermines morale and
initiative. For the individual who is striving
towards self-dependency, meager aid make it diffi-
cult or impossible for him to obtain the food and
medical care and supplies that he needs to recuper-
ate from illness, to buy the clothing that would
lend him status as he applies for work, and to meet
the urgent needs of his family in a way that would
release him from anxiety which drains his psycholo-
gical energies. Very simply it is this fact of
inadequate means that retards the individual in
his efforts to take his place in the community
as a working member of it...
The misdirected efforts of staff and the per-
sonal sense of frustration that is at times encoun-
tered on the part of staff in public assistance
agencies, give evidence of the pervasive effect of
inadequate assistance on administration, "'/hen staff
know that assistance cannot assure the attainment
of any standard even remotely resembling a recog-
nized American way of life, they tend to resort to
various outlets for their own sense of discomfort
before the social reality with v/hich they are faced
day after day. It is this kind of discomfort on
the part of staff which is at least in part respon-
sible for a tendency to busy themselves with detailed
advice on a better use of meager financial resources,
and which results in placing government in the role
of intruder into the minutiae of the recipient’s
life. Cr, again projecting their own discomfort,
staff may bring pressure upon the individual to
find another solution to his economic problem, even
though government has made this solution available
under law. .
.
It should be clear that, until an individual
can in fact take his place in the community, un-
differentiated from others by the economic standard
and source of income that public assistance repre-
sents, our security measures will have failed to
reach any general goal in social purpose. 5
5 Pauline Miller, The Experience of the Individual
in Public Assistance
, p. 54
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Final Evaluation
The belief that public assistance agencies must carry-
some degree of responsibility for the welfare of the fam-
ilies whom they purport to assist and the likelihood that
a goodly share of the responsibility for the unfortunate
developments ?;ithin the A family as well as its continued
dependent status must be laid at the door of the agency,
prompt us to ask whether it would not have been better
from the viewpoint of both the family and the agency if
the latter had been less stringent in its dealings with the
family members, and if the worker had been more helpful.
Although a complete resolution of the neurotic pattern of
the family and especially of Mrs. A's conflicts was out of
the question, it is possible that even superficial treat-
ment through a supportive relationship, acceptance of the
family’s economic as well as emotional needs, and help with
the behavior problems of the children might have sufficed
to modify the family tension, even to the extent that the
father and the two older children might not have had to
resort to the solutions which they adopted for their indivi-
dual conflicts.
As has been pointed out previously the worker did not,
apparently, succeed in giving Mr. A the feeling that he
and his needs were accepted by herself. Cnee he could have
felt secure in such acceptance and once the purpose of the
agency in helping him had been explained, only then would
o« gu
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it have been possible for him to begin to participate in
the agency program and to accept agency requirements and
limitations. Even if his needs proved to be so great that
he could not immediately accept these limitations, it is
likely that a temporary relaxation of policy in giving Mr.
A the benefit of the doubt on occasion when he applied for
assistance, without reouiring, e.g., an accounting as long
as two months, might have reduced his insecurity to the
point that it might not have been necessary for him to
leave the family. If at the same time both Mr. and Mrs. A
could have been prevailed upon to accept help in their mari-
tal problem even after separation, this investment in effort
by the worker would certainly seem to have been justified
not only financially from the agency’s viewpoint but by
the benefits which would have accrued to the family from
the presence of a more adequate husband and father. It is
felt that such efforts would have been worthwhile even
though they did not entirely succeed in helping the parents
conform to desired agency standards, with which activity the
worker was so much concerned. In connection with recogniz-
ing the limitations of certain clients the following Quota-
tion is helpful:
In rendering essential case services, then, one
would recognize and accept the fundamental dependency
factor and not expect a growth response. Social case
workers are sometimes criticized for withholding serv-
ices from such individuals, out of their well-inten-
tioned desire for active participation in the growth
interests of these persons... It is essential that we
...
.
.
recognize basic limitations and do not impose our
standards of how a client ought to react if he is
to grow when he is incapacitated for growth.
The same question may be asked in the case of the
two older children. Would it not in the long run have
benefited the agency financially as well as the children
if the worker had not placed the burden of support upon
them in accordance with the "two-thirds" rule? Although
the children might have given very little to the home at
first, under a more helpful agency policy their increas-
ing age and adjustment would have enabled them to give
more in time, and would have contributed to the increased
independence of the whole family. As it was, at the close
of the study both Mrs. A and Mary were receiving Aid to
Dependent Children grants. Mary was not required to work
under ADC provisions and probably would not for some time.
Anthony, of course, would not be in a position to contri-
bute until he left confinement. It is felt, on the basis
of this case, that in the long run agency policy and prac-
tice which is not flexible enough to make allowance for the
emotional disturbance that is nearly always present in
families with incapacitated fathers will defeat itself.
Finally, a word should be added as to the signifi-
cance of the relationship between case work and administra-
6 Charlotte Towle, "Factors in Treatment." Proceed -
ings of the rational Conference of Social Workers
. 1936
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tion as illustrated by this study. Throughout the case
history there was evident a dichotomy between the reali-
ties of the agency policy and those of the family’s needs.
A realistic worker must of course work within the limits
of the agency as it exists and can do much through the
use of case work methods within agency restrictions. How-
ever, she will necessarily be limited in her endeavors
until the rigidity of policy is relaxed and placed more
and more in the worker's hands, so that each case can be
more adequately administered as well as treated. When thi
occurs there will truly be a little administration in the
work of each case worker at the same time that the adminis
tration as a whole shall have established itself upon a
case work foundation. 7
Richard X. Conant, Dean
7 Charlotte Towle, "Professional Skill in Adminis-
tration," The News Letter
. 10:11-17, 1940
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